No Tombstone Tombstone Treat Box
By Jo Anne Hewins
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Stampin’ Up! Supplies Used:
 Stamps: Nature’s Harvest (156495)
 Inks: Merry Merlot (147112)
 Cardstock: Basic Gray (121044), Merry Merlot 146979), Bumblebee
(153077), Basic White (159276)
 Designer Paper: Nature’s Meadow (156494), Peaceful Place (156394)

 Accessories: Bumblebee Gingham Ribbon (153658) Tombstone Treat Boxes
(156486)
 Tools: Sunflowers dies (152704), Stitched So Sweetly dies (151690), Summer
Shadow dies (156618),
 Miscellaneous: Adhesive Sheets (152334), Multipurpose Liquid Glue
(110755), Foam Adhesive Sheets (152815), Glue Dots (103683)

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. The lid and the bottom for the Tombstone boxes look
exactly the same except the bottom is a tiny bit smaller. Trim
the tombstone leaving only the lip that runs around the top and
the bottom. You will only need to trim around the top.

2. Using the third largest Stitched So Sweetly Rectangle dies, cut from the Nature’s
Meadow Designer Series paper. Add to the center to the lid with Foam Adhesive Sheets
cut to just a little smaller than the rectangle.

3. Using the Sunflowers dies, cut two of the largest detailed sunflowers from Merry
Merlot card stock. Cut one of the large centers form Bumblebee card stock. Crumple
each sunflower in your hand. Pull back out and glue the Merlot circular area together. Do
not line up the flower with itself. Add the flowers to the top center of the rectangle with
Foam Adhesive Sheets, just the more solid part. Add the center with Foam Adhesive
Sheets as well. Fluff up the flowers!

4. Using the leaves from the Summer Shadows dies (SAB) cut the solid 3 leaf die from
the Peaceful Place Designer Series Paper. Add some Adhesive Sheets to the back of a
scrap of Basic Gray card stock and cut out the detailed 3 leaf die. Add the outline to the
patterned paper simply by removing the adhesive sheet from the back and pressing to the
solid leaves. Add these leaves as close to the solid part of the flower as possible using
pieces of Foam Adhesive Sheets.
5. Tie a bow of Bumblebee Gingham Ribbon and add near the leaves with glue dots.
6. Stamp the words Thank you in Merry Merlot on Basic White scraps. Fussy cut around

the saying and add with glue.

7. For the inside of the box, we have an Entenmann’s Mini Apple Pie.

8. To decorate the apple pie, run a length of the Bumblebee Gingham Ribbon around the
pie and secure in front with glue dots.

9. Using the Summer Shadows dies, cut the more solid full flower and a detailed full
flower from Bumblebee patterned paper from Nature’s Meadow. Also cut a detailed fun
flower from Merry Merlot. Cut a large center using the Sunflowers dies from Merry
Merlot. Crumple the flower parts in your hand and glue together as follows: Solid
designer paper, Merry Merlot detailed, designer paper detailed, and center. Add to the
ribbon with Foam Adhesive Sheet.

